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A BILINEAR RUBIO DE FRANCIA INEQUALITY FOR
ARBITRARY RECTANGLES
FRÉDÉRIC BERNICOT AND MARCO VITTURI
Abstract. Let R be a collection of disjoint dyadic rectangles R, let πR denote
the non-smooth bilinear projection onto R
πRpf, gqpxq :“
¨
1Rpξ, ηq pfpξqpgpηqe2piipξ`ηqxdξdη
and let r ą 2. We show that the bilinear Rubio de Francia operator associated
to R given by
f, g ÞÑ
´ ÿ
RPR
|πRpf, gq|
r
¯1{r
is Lp ˆ Lq Ñ Ls bounded whenever 1{p ` 1{q “ 1{s, r1 ă p, q ă r. This
extends from squares to rectangles a previous result by the same authors in
[7], and as a corollary extends in the same way a previous result from [2] for
smooth projections, albeit in a reduced range.
1. Introduction
In this paper we present an improvement over the results of Benea and the first
author in [2] and the results of [7] by the same authors. The setup is as follows.
Let D denote the standard dyadic grid, that is the collection of intervals of the
form r2kn, 2kpn ` 1qs for n, k P Z. Let then R Ă D ˆ D be an arbitrary collection
of disjoint rectangles R “ R1 ˆ R2 with R1, R2 dyadic, and let πR denote the
non-smooth bilinear frequency projection on R, that is
πRpf, gqpxq :“
¨ pfpξqpgpηq1Rpξ, ηqe2πipξ`ηqxdξdη.
We will consider the bilinear operators associated to the collection R given by
T rRpf, gqpxq :“
´ ÿ
RPR
|πRpf, gqpxq|
r
¯1{r
for r ą 2.
Before stating our results we provide some context. Linear variants of the oper-
ator T r
R
are known in the literature as Rubio de Francia operators. Indeed, given
a collection of arbitrary disjoint intervals I “ tIn, n P Zu, Rubio de Francia proved
in [19] that the operator
RdFrIfpxq :“
´ÿ
n
ˇˇˇ ˆ pfpξq1Inpξqe2πiξxdξ
ˇˇˇr¯1{r
is Lp Ñ Lp bounded for r1 ă p ă 8 when r ě 2, this last condition being neces-
sary (a consequence of Khinchin’s inequality). Notice that when r “ 2 then RdF2I
is also bounded at the endpoint r1 “ 2, this endpoint being just a consequence
of Plancherel’s identity, but when r ą 2 the condition r1 ă p is sharp (see [11]).
Rubio de Francia’s result is a generalization of the well known Littlewood-Paley
inequalities (In “ r2
n, 2n`1s), extending an earlier result of Carleson [9] and (inde-
pendently) Cordoba [10] for the collection I “ trn, n` 1s, n P Zu; as such, it can
be thought of as a statement about orthogonality for arbitrary frequency intervals.
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The result has also been extended and reproved by different means in a number of
papers, see [8, 12, 21, 22, 14, 3].
Bilinear operators of square-function type associated to collections of subsets of the
frequency plane xR2 have previously been considered as well. Perhaps the first such
operator to have appeared in the literature is the square function
f, g ÞÑ
´ ÿ
nPZ
ˇˇˇ¨ pfpξqpgpηqχpξ ´ η ´ nqe2πipξ`ηqxdξdη ˇˇˇ2¯1{2,
where χ is a smooth bump function supported in r´1{2, 1{2s. Here the collection
of subsets of xR2 is evidently given by the strips Sn :“ tpξ, ηq s.t. |ξ´ η´ n| ă 1{2u
for n P Z, and the bilinear frequency projections are given by a smooth bilinear
multiplier. This square function was introduced by Lacey in [13], in which he proved
it is LpˆLq ÞÑ L2 bounded for 2 ď p, q ď 8 satisfying 1{p`1{q “ 1{2. This range
was later extended in [15],[6] to show that the operator is Lp ˆ Lq ÞÑ Ls bounded
for 1{p` 1{q “ 1{s, 1 ď s ď 2 and 2 ď p, q,ď 8, this last condition being sharp.
The operator admits a non-smooth variant given by
f, g ÞÑ
´ ÿ
nPZ
ˇˇˇ¨ pfpξqpgpηq1r´1{2,1{2spξ ´ η ´ nqe2πipξ`ηqxdξdη
ˇˇˇ2¯1{2
,
where the collection of subsets is again given by the strips Sn but now the bilinear
frequency projections are given by a non-smooth multiplier - specifically, each pro-
jection is essentially a modulated Bilinear Hilbert Transform. The non-smoothness
makes the operator inherently harder to bound. The first author proved in [5]
that the operator is Lp ˆ Lq Ñ Ls bounded for 2 ă p, q ă 8, 1 ă s ă 2 and
1{p` 1{q “ 1{s. It should be remarked that the geometric regularity of the strips
(in particular the fact that they have all the same width and separation from their
neighbours) is fundamental to the proof, the case of arbitrary disjoint strips being
an interesting open problem.
Another example of a bilinear square-function associated to subsets of xR2 can be
found in [4], where the authors considered the operator
f, g ÞÑ
´ ÿ
nPZ
ˇˇˇ ¨
anăξăηăan`1
pfpξqpgpηqe2πipξ`ηqxdξdη ˇˇˇr¯1{r
for r ě 1, where panqnPZ is a strictly increasing subsequence of reals (a smoother
version of this operator was also originally considered in [1]). They can be thought
of as bilinear Rubio de Francia operators for iterated Fourier integrals, and arise
naturally in the study of the stability of solutions to AKNS systems of differential
equations (see [16]). Here we can see that the subsets of the frequency space xR2
consist of disjoint right triangles whose hypotenuses are aligned along the ξ “ η
diagonal, and the bilinear multipliers are non-smooth. In [4] it is proven that when
r ě 2 the operator is LpˆLq Ñ Ls bounded in the same range in which the Bilinear
Hilbert Transform is bounded, and when 1 ď r ă 2 the operator is still bounded
but in a range depending on r.
The final example of a bilinear operator of the above kind we provide is the closest
to the operator T r
R
. Consider a collection Ω of disjoint squares ω with sides parallel
to the axes in xR2. Let χ denote a smooth bump function supported in r´1{2, 1{2sˆ
r´1{2, 1{2s and let χω be the rescaling of χ with support ω, namely
χωpξ, ηq “ χ
´ξ ´ cpω1q
|ω1|
,
η ´ cpω2q
|ω2|
¯
,
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cpIq denoting the center of the interval I. For r ě 2 fixed, one can associate to the
collection Ω the bilinear Rubio de Francia operator
f, g ÞÑ SrΩpf, gqpxq :“
´ ÿ
ωPΩ
ˇˇˇ¨ pfpξqpgpηqχωpξ, ηqe2πipξ`ηqxdξdη
ˇˇˇr¯1{r
.
Thus the sets are now squares with sides parallel to the axes and the frequency
projections are smooth. In [2] by Benea and the first author the following is proven.
Theorem 1.1 ([2]). Let r ą 2 and let Ω be a collection of disjoint squares. Let
p, q, s be such that
1
p
`
1
q
“
1
s
and
r1 ă p, q ă 8, r1{2 ă s ă r.
Then the operator SrΩ is L
p ˆ Lq Ñ Ls bounded with constant independent of Ω,
that is for every f P Lp, g P Lq the inequality›››´ ÿ
ωPΩ
ˇˇˇ¨ pfpξqpgpηqχωpξ, ηqe2πipξ`ηqxdξdη
ˇˇˇr¯1{r›››
Ls
Àp,q }f}Lp}g}Lq
holds.
The condition p, q ą r1 is necessary, as can be seen by considering the collection
of squares given by Ω “ trn, n` 1s ˆ rm,m` 1s s.t. m,n P Zu (indeed, in this case
the bilinear operator factorizes into linear smooth Rubio de Francia operators and
the necessity follows from the linear case as by [11]). The condition 1{p`1{q “ 1{s
is equally necessary, as can be seen from a simple rescaling argument.
In [7] we extended the above result for squares to the case of non-smooth frequency
projections, albeit in a smaller range.
Theorem 1.2 ([7]). Let r ą 2 and let Ω Ă DˆD be a collection of disjoint squares
with dyadic sides. Let p, q, s be such that
1
p
`
1
q
“
1
s
and
r1 ă p, q ă r, r1{2 ă s ă r{2.
Then the operator T rΩ is L
p ˆ Lq Ñ Ls bounded with constant independent of Ω,
that is for every f P Lp, g P Lq the inequality›››´ ÿ
ωPΩ
ˇˇˇ¨ pfpξqpgpηq1ωpξ, ηqe2πipξ`ηqxdξdη
ˇˇˇr¯1{r›››
Ls
Àp,q }f}Lp}g}Lq
holds.
Remark 1.3. First of all, notice that the condition r1{2 ă s ă r{2 is redundant in
the above statement: it’s a consequence of the other two conditions on p, q, s.
Secondly, the larger range in Theorem 1.1 was obtained by means of a localisation
argument (originally introduced in [4]) which is unavailable in the non-smooth case.
It should be remarked that the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 both rely essen-
tially on the sets in Ω being squares.
In this paper we will extend the result above to the case where the collection con-
sists of arbitrary dyadic rectangles instead, again taking the frequency projections
to be non-smooth. Precisely, our main result can be stated as follows.
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Theorem 1.4. Let r ą 2 and let R Ă D ˆ D be a collection of disjoint dyadic
rectangles in xR2. Let p, q, s be such that
1
p
`
1
q
“
1
s
and such that
r1 ă p, q ă r, r1{2 ă s ă r{2.
Then the operator T r
R
is Lp ˆ Lq Ñ Ls bounded with constant independent of R,
that is for every f P Lp, g P Lq the inequality
›››´ ÿ
RPR
|πRpf, gqpxq|
r
¯1{r›››
Ls
Àp,q }f}Lp}g}Lq
holds.
A standard argument shows that we have as a corollary that the same result holds
for smooth frequency projections instead, but this time with the added benefit of
allowing arbitrary disjoint rectangles, that is with sides not necessarily dyadic in
any way (but still parallel to the axes, of course).
Corollary 1.5. Let r ą 2 and let R be a collection of disjoint arbitrary rectangles
in xR2 with sides parallel to the axes. Let p, q, s be such that
1
p
`
1
q
“
1
s
and such that
r1 ă p, q ă r, r1{2 ă s ă r{2.
Then the operator Sr
R
is Lp ˆ Lq Ñ Ls bounded with constant independent of R,
that is for every f P Lp, g P Lq the inequality
›››´ ÿ
RPR
ˇˇˇ¨ pfpξqpgpηqχRpξ, ηqe2πipξ`ηqxdξdη
ˇˇˇr¯1{r›››
Ls
Àp,q }f}Lp}g}Lq
holds, where χR denotes
χRpξ, ηq “ χ
´ξ ´ cpR1q
|R1|
,
η ´ cpR2q
|R2|
¯
.
The proof of the corollary is elementary but has nevertheless been included in
Appendix A for completeness.
The study of the boundedness of T r
R
pf, gq is reduced by duality to the study of the
boundedness of the trilinear form
rΛrRpf, g, hq :“ xT rRpf, gq, hy, (1)
which can then be further reduced to the study of the boundedness of the trilinear
form
ΛrRpf, g,hq :“
ˆ
R
ÿ
RPR
πRpf, gqpxqhRpxqdx, (2)
where h “ thRuRPR is a vector valued function, specifically taking values in ℓ
r1pRq.
Observe moreover that the frequency projection πRpf, gq factorizes as πR1f ¨ πR2g,
where R “ R1 ˆR2 and πI denotes the multiplier given by yπIf “ 1I pf .
We will prove the boundedness result stated below for the trilinear form Λr
R
;
Theorem 1.4 then follows from the above remarks.
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Theorem 1.6. Let r ą 2 and let R Ă D ˆ D be a collection of disjoint dyadic
rectangles in xR2. Let p, q, s be such that
1
p
`
1
q
“
1
s
and such that
r1 ă p, q ă r, r1{2 ă s ă r{2.
Then for every f P Lp, g P Lq and h P Ls
1
pℓr
1
q we have
ΛrRpf, g,hq Àr,p,q }f}Lp}g}Lq}h}Ls1pℓr1 q. (3)
Let ecpRq denote the eccentricity of the rectangle R, defined as
ecpRq :“
|R2|
|R1|
.
We split the collection R into two subcollections, according to whether the eccen-
tricity is high or low:
Rhigh :“ tR P R s.t. ecpRq ą 1u,
Rlow :“ tR P R s.t. ecpRq ď 1u;
of course, the rectangles of eccentricity 1 are just squares and as such we could
remove them from the collection since they give rise to a bounded operator, by
Theorem 1.2. We then split the trilinear form into Λr
R
“ Λr
Rhigh
` Λr
Rlow
. We will
prove Theorem 1.6 separately for Rhigh,Rlow, using a time-frequency analysis of
the trilinear form, and since the proof will be symmetric in the two cases we will
concentrate exclusively on Rhigh (see however Remark 7.4 for further details on this
symmetry).
Let us briefly explain the structure of the proof by analogy with the linear
case of Rubio de Francia operators RdFrI , where I “ tIn, n P Zu is a given
collection of disjoint intervals. Recall that the inequality }RdF2If}L2 ď }f}L2 is a
trivial consequence of Plancherel’s inequality; it can be rephrased in a vector-valued
flavour as }pπInfqnPZ}L2pℓ2q ď }f}L2. On the other hand, observe that pointwise
|πInfpxq| ď 2C fpxq independently of n, where C denotes the Carleson operator
C fpxq :“ sup
NPR
ˇˇˇ Nˆ
´8
pfpξqe2πiξxdξ ˇˇˇ,
and therefore we have by the Carleson-Hunt theorem that }pπInfqnPZ}Lppℓ8q Àp
}f}Lp for any 1 ă p ă 8. By complex interpolation it follows immediately that
}RdFrIf}Lp Àr,p }f}Lp
for r1 ă p ă r. As stated before, the operator is also bounded in the range p ě r ą 2,
but this is a consequence of the boundedness of RdF2I in p ě 2, and the proof of
this fact requires methods other than simple interpolation.
In the proof of Theorem 1.4 we have adopted a similar approach. Indeed, when
r “ 8 the bilinear operator becomes
T8R pf, gqpxq “ sup
RPR
|πRpf, gqpxq|,
and this is easily seen to be bounded pointwise by C f ¨C g, in parallel to the linear
case, which in turn yields the full range of boundedness for T8
R
. Now, the natural
bilinear analogue of the L2 Ñ L2 estimate would be L2 ˆ L2 Ñ L1, and thanks to
an interpolation result of Silva from [20] (see Lemma 8.6) Theorem 1.6 would follow
from such an estimate for r “ 2. However, there is no equivalent of Plancherel’s
theorem in the bilinear world, and this estimate is not straightforward. We currently
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do not know if such an estimate holds, the r “ 2 case having resisted treatment in
general even in the simpler case of squares and smooth frequency projections. As
a replacement, we will prove preliminary Lp ˆ Lq Ñ Ls estimates for T r
R
for each
r ą 2, in a range that gets arbitrarily close to L2 ˆ L2 Ñ L1 as r Ñ 2. This will
be enough to allow us to run the interpolation argument to conclude boundedness
in the range stated in Theorem 1.4.
Remark 1.7. The overall proof structure explained above is the same the authors
have adopted in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [7], which in turn was inspired by the
previous work for smooth squares as in [2] and drew insights from [1, 3], in particular
the idea of using non-local operators in the stopping-time arguments. The main
difference here lies in the fact that we now have to deal with the simultaneous
presence of two distinct scales in each πRpf, gq term, namely those given by |R1|
and |R2|, which breaks the symmetry in how the contributions of f and g are
treated. See particularly sections §2, §3 for how this is achieved.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section §2, under the hypothesis
that all rectangles have high eccentricity, we will reduce the problem to that of
bounding a discretized trilinear sum with additional structure of certain (shifted)
averages of f, g,h. We will introduce a notion of time-frequency tiles adapted to the
particular situation. Sections §3, §4, §5 and §6 develop the time-frequency analysis
tools needed to prove the main result. In particular, in section §3 we will introduce
some structured collections of tiles referred to as n-columns1, where n denotes a
shifting parameter, for which we will be able to bound the discretized trilinear sum
explicitely. This process will give rise to sizes for f and h, but importantly not
for g. Indeed, we will not try to optimize our estimates in g, and rather prove in
section §7 some weaker estimates for the discretized trilinear sum in a partial range
contained in p P p2, rq and q “ r. In section §8 we will improve these estimates by
interpolating the partial results with the case r “ 8, thus concluding the proof of
Theorem 1.4.
Acknowledgements. Both authors are supported by ERC project FAnFArE no.
637510. The authors are also very grateful to Cristina Benea for many useful
comments/discussions and in particular for having shared with us a preprint of [3].
2. Reduction to a discretized model sum
Recall that we are considering the collection Rhigh of rectangles of eccentricity
bigger than 1. We start by performing a standard discretization procedure on the
trilinear form Λr
Rhigh
.
We have (using Radon duality, with dσ the induced Lebesgue measure on the plane
ξ1 ` ξ2 ` ξ3 “ 0)
ΛrRhighpf, g,hq “
ˆ
R
ÿ
RPRhigh
πR1fpxqπR2gpxqhRpxqdx
“
ÿ
RPRhigh
ˆ
ξ1`ξ2`ξ3“0
pfpξ1q1R1pξ1qpgpξ2q1R2pξ2qxhRpξ3qdσpξ1, ξ2, ξ3q
“
ÿ
RPRhigh
ˆ
ξ1`ξ2`ξ3“0
pfpξ1q1R1pξ1qpgpξ2q1R2pξ2qxhRpξ3qχR3pξ3qdσ
“
ÿ
RPRhigh
ˆ
R
f ˚ q1R1pxqg ˚ q1R2pxqhR ˚ qχR3pxqdx,
1These play the analogous rôle played by trees, in classical time-frequency analysis terminology.
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where we have denoted R3 :“ 2p´R1´R2q and χR3 is a C
8 bump function adapted
to R3 and identically equal to 1 on ´R1 ´ R2. Notice that |R3| „ |R2| by the
assumption that R is of high eccentricity. Now, since the functions f ˚ q1Rj are
morally roughly constant in modulus at scale |Rj |
´1, we do the following change of
variables with respect to the smallest time-scale involved, the one given by |R2|
´1
(indeed, we are assuming |R2| ą |R1|):ÿ
RPRhigh
ˆ
R
f ˚ q1R1pxqg ˚ q1R2pxqhR ˚ qχR3pxqdx
“
ÿ
RPRhigh
|R2|
´1
ˆ
R
f ˚ q1R1p|R2|´1yqg ˚ q1R2p|R2|´1yqhR ˚ qχR3p|R2|´1yqdy
“
ÿ
RPRhigh
ÿ
nPZ
|R2|
´1
ˆ 1
0
πR1fp|R2|
´1pn` zqqπR2gp|R2|
´1pn` zqq
¨ hR ˚ qχR3p|R2|´1pn` zqqdz,
where we have gone back to writing πωf for f ˚ q1ω in the last line.
Remark 2.1. Observe that |πR2g| is morally roughly constant at scale |R2|
´1, thus
morally roughly constant on the intervals |R2|
´1pn` r0, 1sq (so is |hR ˚ qχR3 | since
|R3| „ |R2| for R P Rhigh). However, |πR1f | is morally roughly constant at the
(generally) larger scale |R1|
´1. The presence of two different simultaneous scales is
the major source of difficulty in the analysis and it is here that the difference with
the proof of Theorem 1.2 will rely.
In light of the above remark, we want to take advantage of the fact that |πR1f |
is morally roughly constant at a larger scale in space to reduce to a trilinear form
with additional structure. In order to explain this reduction properly we will make
use of two types of tiles (mirroring the existence of two simultaneous scales in each
πRpf, gq), the first of which we introduce now.
Definition 2.2. A small tile ρ is a pair of the form
pω2 ˆ Iρ, ω3 ˆ Iρq
where Iρ, ω2 are dyadic intervals such that there exists a rectangle R P R with
ω2 “ R2, ω3 “ R3 (recall R3 :“ 2p´R1 ´R2q) and |ω2||Iρ| “ 1 (hence |ω3||Iρ| „ 1
as well; ω3 is in general not dyadic). Given a small tile ρ we denote by Rpρq this
unique rectangle R. The collection of all small tiles is denoted by S.
Given R P Rhigh and n P Z there exists a unique small tile ρ “ ρpR, nq such that
Rpρq “ R and Iρ “ |R2|
´1rn, n` 1s, and viceversa. Because of this we can rewrite
the trilinear form as
ΛrRhighpf, g,hq “
ÿ
ρPS
ˆ
Iρ
πR1pρqfpxqπR2pρqgpxqhRpρq ˚ qχR3pρqpxqdx;
by Hölder’s inequality this is controlled byÿ
ρPS
}πR1pρqf}L2pIρq}πR2pρqg}L2pIρq}hRpρq ˚ qχR3pρq}L8pIρq.
Now we will use the fact that |πR1f | is roughly constant on many Iρ’s. Let ρ be
fixed and let n be such that Iρ “ |R2|
´1rn, n`1s. There exists a unique k P Z such
that n “ k ¨ ecpRq ` ℓ with 0 ď ℓ ă ecpRq, and thus we can associate uniquely to ρ
the interval I “ |R1|
´1rk, k ` 1s. This is a dyadic interval of length |R1|
´1 and it
has the property that Iρ Ă I.
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Given the interval ω let χω denote a smooth function such that χωpξq “ 1 for ξ P ω
and χωpξq “ 0 for ξ R 2ω. By definition of the frequency projections we then haveqχR1 ˚ pπR1fq “ πR1f , and thus we can bound for every N ą 0
|πR1pρqfpxq| ÀN
ˆ
|πR1pρqfpyq|
1
|R1|´1
´
1`
|x´ y|
|R1|´1
¯´N
dy.
Therefore we see that we can bound (by Minkowski’s inequality)
}πR1pρqf}L2pIρq
|Iρ|1{2
À
ˆ
|πR1pρqfpyq|
ÿ
nPZ
p1` |n|q´N
1Inpyq
|I|
dy
“
ÿ
nPZ
p1` |n|q´N
 
In
|πR1pρqf |,
where I is as above (in particular I Ą Iρ) and
In :“ I ` n|I|,
that is In denotes the interval I shifted by n times its length.
With this in mind, we now define the second type of tiles.
Definition 2.3. Given a rectangle R P R and a dyadic interval I, we define the
(possibly empty) collection of small tiles SnR,I to be
S
n
R,I :“ tρ “ pω2 ˆ Iρ, ω3 ˆ Iρq small tile : ω2 “ R2, ω3 “ R3, Iρ Ď I
nu.
A super tile P is a pair of the form
pR1 ˆ I, S
n
R,Iq
where R P R and I is a dyadic interval such that |R1||I| “ 1 (notice that the pair
pR, Iq completely determines the super tile).
Given P as above, we let P1 :“ R1ˆ I and call it simply a tile, IP :“ I, RpP q :“ R
(and analogously RjpP q :“ Rj for j P t1, 2, 3u) and S
n
P :“ S
n
R,I . Finally, if P is a
collection of super tiles, we let RpPq :“ tRpP q : P P Pu.
Now fix a parameter r0 such that r ą r0 ą 2. This will remain fixed throughout
sections §3 - §7 (ultimately we will take r0 to depend on r; one could take for
example r0 “ pr ` 2q{2). Using the fact that
ffl
I
|πR1f | ď
` ffl
I
|πR1f |
r0
˘1{r0
and the
above remarks we can finally bound
|ΛrRhighpf, g,hq| ÀN
ÿ
nPZ
p1 ` |n|qNΛnPpf, g,hq,
where Λn
P
denote the shifted trilinear forms
ΛnPpf, g,hq :“
ÿ
PPP
`  
IP
|πR1pP qf |
r0
˘1{r0” ÿ
ρPSn
P
|Iρ|
1{2}πR2pP qg}L2pIρq
ˆ }hRpP q ˚ qχR3pP q}L8pIρq
ı
.
(4)
To bound Λr
Rhigh
pf, g,hq it will therefore suffice to bound the trilinear forms Λn
P
pf, g,hq
in the same range with a constant that is at most polynomial in n (indeed, we will
be able to show it is at most logarithmic).
In the following sections we will consider n fixed and study the trilinear forms Λn
P
.
Remark 2.4. It might seem that we are introducing a gratuitous inefficiency in our
argument by replacing the L1-average
ffl
I
|πR1f | with the larger
` ffl
I
|πR1f |
r0
˘1{r0
,
but this will not be the case. This is due to our use of interpolation in the proof
of Theorem 1.6: for the argument to carry through we will only need to prove
boundedness of Λr
Rhigh
in any range sufficiently close to the L2ˆL2 Ñ L1 estimate,
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for all given r ą 2 (see Section 8). Using L1-averages would not enlarge the range
obtained through interpolation, at least not with our argument.
3. n-Columns and sizes
We will now introduce some special collections of super tiles for which we will be
able to bound the (shifted) trilinear form explicitely. In the process, we will come
up with quantities that will be used as sizes in order to perform a time-frequency
analysis of the general trilinear form.
First we define an order relation on the super tiles.
Definition 3.1. Let P, P 1 be super tiles and let n be fixed. Then we say that
P ăn P
1 if
R1pP q Ą R1pP
1q,
InP Ă I
n
P 1 .
We say that P ĺn P
1 if P ăn P
1 or P “ P 1.
Definition 3.2. An n-column C with top a super tile Ptop is a collection of super
tiles such that for every P P C
P ĺn Ptop.
We denote ToppCq “ Ptop.
Remark 3.3. Notice the rôle of n in the above definitions. The difference between
the above n-columns and the columns originally defined in [2] resides in the fact
that there is now the shifting parameter n to be taken into account. Thus, unlike in
[2], the tiles P1 for P P C, that is the sets R1pP q ˆ IP , do not form an overlapping
tree - unless n “ 0. See figure 1 for further clarification.
The following lemma regarding the structure of an n-column is essentially obvious
once one unpacks the definitions; it will find its application in the discussion that
follows.
Lemma 3.4. Let C be a column with top Ptop. Then for every super tile P P C we
have
@ρ P SnP , Iρ Ă I
n
Ptop
.
Moreover, if R,R1 P RpCq are distinct, then we have R2 XR
1
2 “ H.
In other words, the small tiles belonging to an n-column agree with the time-
frequency portrait of a column as in [2]. The second property in the lemma is due
to the disjointness of the rectangles in R. See figure 1 for a pictorial representation
of an n-column.
Let then C be an n-column and consider the trilinear form Λn
C
pf, g,hq. First of all,
we fix a super tile P in C and look at the inner sum in the small tiles ρ in (4): we
have by Hölder inequalityÿ
ρPSn
P
|Iρ|
1{2}πR2pP qg}L2pIρq}hRpP q ˚ ­χR3pP q}L8pIρq
ď
´ ÿ
ρPSn
P
|Iρ|
1´r{2}πR2pP qg}
r
L2pIρq
¯1{r´ ÿ
ρPSn
P
|Iρ|}hRpP q ˚ ­χR3pP q}r1L8pIρq
¯1{r1
.
For the term in g, by Lemma 3.4 we can bound by Hölder’s inequality
ÿ
ρPSn
P
|Iρ|
1´r{2}πR2pP qg}
r
L2pIρq
“
ÿ
ρPSn
P
|Iρ|
´ 
Iρ
|πR2pP qg|
2
¯r{2
ď
ˆ
In
P
|πR2pP qg|
r,
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R
R1
R2
ρ
S
n
P3
S
n
P1
S
n
P top
P
top
1
P 11P
2
1
P 31
P 41
P 51
Itop
Intop
Intop
freq
freq
time
time
g
f
Figure 1. A composite pictorial representation of an n-column C for n “ 3.
Quadrant I represents the frequency plane, quadrant II represents the time-
frequency picture of g, quadrant IV represents the (rotated) time-frequency
picture of f . The column consists of supertiles tP top, P 1, . . . , P 5u and has top
P top, whose time interval is Itop. The dashed rectangles in quadrant I are the
frequency rectangles: RpCq “ tR,R1, R2u. The rectangles in quadrant II are
small tiles (each has area 1). The thicker rectangles in quadrant II represent the
union of all small tiles in SnP for P “ P
top, P 1, P 3. The rectangles in quadrant
IV are the tiles P top1 , P
1
1 , . . . , P
5
1 as labeled (each has area 1). Observe that
RpP topq “ R, RpP 1q “ RpP 2q “ R1, RpP 3q “ RpP 4q “ RpP 5q “ R2. Notice
also that for any j “ 1, . . . , 5 we have In
P
j
1
Ă Intop, as per definition.
because r ą 2.
For the term in h instead, we see that we have for any small tile ρ and any large
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M ą 0
|Iρ|}hRpP q ˚ ­χR3pP q}r1L8pIρq “ |Iρ| sup
yPIρ
|hR ˚}χR3pyq|r1
ď |Iρ|
`
sup
yPIρ
ˆ
|hRpzq||}χR3py ´ zq|dz˘r1
À |Iρ|
´
sup
yPIρ
ˆ
|hRpzq|
`
1`
|y ´ z|
|Iρ|
˘´M dz
|Iρ|
¯r1
ď |Iρ|
` ˆ
|hRpzq| sup
yPIρ
`
1`
|y ´ z|
|Iρ|
˘´M dz
|Iρ|
˘r1
À
ˆ
|hRpzq|
r1ΦIρpzqdz,
where ΦI denotes a rapidly decaying function concentrated in I and equal to 1 there.
In particular, ΦI decays like p1 ` distpz, Iq{|I|q
´N for some large N . Therefore,
summing over ρ P SnP , we haveÿ
ρPSn
P
|Iρ|}hRpP q ˚ ­χR3pP q}r1L8pIρq À
ˆ
|hRpP qpzq|
r1ΦIn
P
pzqdz.
With these preliminary estimates at hand, we proceed to estimate Λn
C
pf, g,hq. Write
Itop in place of IToppCq for shortness. We take the supremum in the terms in f and
use Hölder’s inequality with exponents pr, r1q once again, this time in the super
tiles, thus obtaining
ΛnCpf, g,hq À sup
PPC
´ 
IP
|πR1pP qf |
r0
¯1{r0” 1
|Itop|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
In
P
|πR2pP qg|
r
ı1{r
ˆ
´ 1
|Itop|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
|hRpP q|
r1ΦIn
P
¯1{r1
|Itop|.
We then define sizes for f and h according to the above estimate.
Definition 3.5 (Sizes). Let P be a collection of super tiles, and let f P L1locpRq,
h P L1locpℓ
r1q. Then we define
Sizenf pPq :“ sup
PPP
´  
IP
|πR1pP qf |
r0
¯1{r0
,
and
Sizen
h
pPq :“ sup
C n-column,
CĂP
´ 1
|IToppCq|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
|hRpP q|
r1ΦIn
P
¯1{r1
.
Notice that, strictly speaking, Sizenf does not depend on the shifting parameter
n. However, the associated energy will and thus we keep the index n as a reminder.
We can then summarise the above discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Let C be an n-column. Then we can bound
ΛnCpf, g,hq À
” 1
|IToppCq|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
In
P
|πR2pP qg|
r
ı1{r
Sizenf pCqSize
n
h
pCq|IToppCq|.
As explained in the overview of the proof, we will not introduce a size for g.
Control of the contribution of g will rather be achieved through the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. If C is an n-column, then we have
1
|IToppCq|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
In
P
|πR2pP qg|
r À
 
In
ToppCq
pVarrC gpxqqrdx,
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where VarrC is the Variational Carleson operator given by
VarrC gpxq :“ sup
N
sup
ξ1ă¨¨¨ăξN
´N´1ÿ
j“1
|πrξj ,ξj`1sgpxq|
¯1{r
.
Proof. By the definition of n-column, we have that InP Ă I
n
ToppCq for all P P C,
and moreover if P, P 1 P C are such that R2pP q ‰ R2pP
1q we necessarily have
R2pP qXR2pP
1q “ H (see Lemma 3.4). In other words, the “shifted tiles” R2pP qˆI
n
P
are all disjoint and contained in the strip Rˆ In
ToppCq. If we then rewrite
1
|IToppCq|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
In
P
|πR2pP qg|
r “
1
|IToppCq|
ˆ
In
ToppCq
ÿ
PPC
|πR2pP qgpxq|
r
1In
P
pxqdx
we see that we can bound the integrand pointwise by pVarrC gpxqqr , and we are
done. 
Remark 3.8. The above lemma relies crucially on the structure of the n-columns
to hold; thus we can see that the lemma provides motivation for our definition.
Finally, we conclude this section with the observation that the sizes introduced
are controlled by maximal averages, which will allow us to perform the time-
frequency analysis.
Lemma 3.9. Let P be a collection of super tiles. Then we have
Sizenf pPq À sup
PPP
´ 
IP
|C f |r0
¯1{r0
,
where C is the Carleson operator.
Proof. Obvious. 
Lemma 3.10. Let P be a collection of super tiles. Then we have
SizenhpPq À sup
PPP
´ 1
|IP |
ˆ
}h}r
1
ℓr
1ΦIn
P
¯1{r1
.
Proof. The claim follows quickly from the definition of an n-column and the rapid
decay of the functions ΦIn
P
. 
4. Energies
In this section we will introduce the remaining quantities that we need in order
to enable the time-frequency analysis of Λn
P
. It will be necessary to introduce a
special notion of disjointness for n-columns (quite similar to that in [2]) in order to
ensure good control of the quantities we are going to introduce, which is as follows.
Definition 4.1. Let C be a collection of n-columns. We say that the n-columns in
C are mutually disjoint if
i) for every C, C1 P C we have C X C1 “ H (that is, the n-columns are disjoint as
sets of super tiles);
ii) any two tops are not comparable under the ĺn relation, or equivalently the
sets R1pToppCqq ˆ I
n
ToppCq for C P C are pairwise disjoint.
Notice the presence of the shifting parameter n in the above definition. It is not
the tiles ToppCq1 that are assumed to be disjoint sets in time-frequency, but rather
their shifted versions.
With this notion of mutual disjointness we can now define the energies.
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Definition 4.2 (Energy of f). Let P be a collection of super tiles, and let f P
L1locpRq. We define
Energynf pPq :“ sup
nPZ
sup
C
2n
´ ÿ
CPC
|IToppCq|
¯1{r0
,
where the inner supremum ranges over all collections C of mutually disjoint n-columns
C such that for each C P C and each P P C´ 
IP
|πR1pP qf |
r0
¯1{r0
ě 2n.
Definition 4.3 (Energy of h). Let P be a collection of super tiles, and let h P
L1locpℓ
r1q. We define
EnergynhpPq :“ sup
nPZ
sup
C
2n
´ ÿ
CPC
|IToppCq|
¯1{r1
,
where the inner supremum ranges over all collections C of mutually disjoint n-columns
C such that for each C P C´ 1
|IToppCq|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
|hRpP q|
r1ΦIn
P
¯1{r1
ě 2n.
Remark 4.4. Observe that Energynf is an L
r0 quantity, while Energynh is an L
r1
quantity. The fact that r1 ă 2 ă r0 will be fundamental in summing up the energies
coming from a decomposition of P into n-columns (see Proposition 6.1).
We now show how to control the energies in terms of Lp norms of the functions
f,h. We start with the latter.
Lemma 4.5. Let P be a collection of super tiles and let h P Lr
1
pℓr
1
q. Then we have
EnergynhpPq À }h}Lr1pℓr1 q.
Proof. This lemma is essentially the same as Proposition 2.10 in [7].
Let n P Z and C be a collection of mutually disjoint n-columns such that the pair
realizes the supremum in the definition of Energyn
h
within a factor of 2, that is
Energyn
h
pPqr
1
„ 2r
1n
ÿ
CPC
|IToppCq|.
Then the right hand side is dominated byÿ
CPC
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
|hRpP q|
r1ΦIn
P
,
which in turn is dominated byÿ
RPR
ˆ
|hR|
r1
´ ÿ
CPC
ÿ
PPC:
RpP q“R
ΦIn
P
¯
.
Observe that as P ranges over the super tiles such that RpP q “ R, the intervals InP
are all disjoint; as the n-columns are mutually disjoint we then have thatÿ
CPC
ÿ
PPC:
RpP q“R
ΦIn
P
À 1
and the conclusion follows. 
Next we will show how to control Energynf in terms of }f}Lr0 . Here the presence
of the shift parameter will produce an unavoidable logarithmic loss in n in the
inequality, which will however be more than acceptable for our purposes.
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Lemma 4.6. Let P be a collection of super tiles and let f P Lr0pRq. Then
Energynf pPq À log
`pnq}f}Lr0 ,
where log`pxq “ logp2` |x|q.
Proof. Let n P Z and C be a collection (which we can assume to be finite) of n-
columns such that they realize the supremum in the definition of Energynf within a
factor of 2, that is
Energynf pPq
r0 „ 2r0n
ÿ
CPC
|IToppCq|.
We’d like to argue by pointwise control by a Variational Carleson operator as in
Lemma 3.7, but we can’t do so at this stage because, by the nature of the definition
of mutually disjoint n-columns, the tops ToppCq1 are not disjoint in general. How-
ever, we will show that up to introducing a loss of log`pnq in the estimate, we can
reduce to the disjoint case. To do so it is convenient to introduce a second ordering
on the super tiles (distinct from the previously defined order ăn).
Definition 4.7. Let P, P 1 be super tiles. We say that P ă P 1 if
R1pP q Ľ R1pP
1q,
IP Ĺ IP 1 .
Thus, the difference between the ăn order relation and the newly introduced ă
is that the former involves the shifting parameter n, as the subscript suggests, while
the latter doesn’t. Now, let
Ptops “ tToppCq s.t. C P Cu
and let Pmaxtops denote the subcollection of super tiles that are maximal with respect
to the ordering ă just introduced. Notice that the tiles in Ptops are all distinct
by assumption, which has the following consequence: if one fixes P0 P P
max
tops then
trivially ÿ
PPPtops :PăP0,
|IP |Án
´1|IP0 |
|IP | À log
`pnq|IP0 |.
As for the tiles P P Ptops such that P ă P0 but |IP | ! n
´1|IP0 |, observe that the
latter implies that InP Ă 3IP0 . Since the n-columns were assumed to be mutually
disjoint, the shifted tiles R1pP q ˆ I
n
P are all disjoint, and thereforeÿ
PPPtops :PăP0,
|IP |!n
´1|IP0 |
|InP | À |IP0 |.
We have thus shown that ÿ
PPPtops
|IP | À log
`pnq
ÿ
P0PPmaxtops
|IP0 |.
Since we have by assumption
´  
IP
|πR1pP qf |
r0
¯1{r0
ě 2n
for all P P Ptops, we are therefore able to bound
Energynf pPq
r0 À log`pnq
ˆ ÿ
P0PPmaxtops
|πR1pP0qf |
r01IP0
;
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but by maximality the super tiles in Pmaxtops are all disjoint (as tiles), and therefore
we can bound pointwise (as in Lemma 3.7)ÿ
P0PPmaxtops
|πR1pP0qfpxq|
r01IP0
pxq ď pVarr0C fpxqqr0 .
Thus we have proven
Energynf pPq
r0 À log`pnq
ˆ
pVarr0C fpxqqr0dx,
and the lemma follows (even with the smaller constant Oplog`pnq1{r0q) from the
fact that r0 ą 2 and hence Var
r0C is Lr0 Ñ Lr0 bounded (see [18]). 
Remark 4.8. The argument in the above lemma motivates our choice of intro-
ducing the parameter r0 ą 2. Indeed, the Variational Carleson operator Var
q
C is
unbounded when q ď 2, as shown in [18].
5. Decomposition lemmas
Now that all the relevant quantities are in place, we will establish two decompo-
sition lemmas that will allow us to partition every collection of super tiles P into
structured subcollections which have controlled size and energy. The results in this
section are classical and are based on simple stopping time arguments.
Lemma 5.1 (Decomposition lemma for f). Let P be a collection of super tiles,
f P L1locpRq, and let n P Z be such that
Sizenf pPq ď 2
´nEnergynf pPq.
Then we can decompose P into Phigh \ Plow so that
Sizenf pPlowq ď
1
2
2´nEnergynf pPq,
and Phigh can be partitioned into a collection C of mutually disjoint n-columns such
that ÿ
CPC
|IToppCq| À 2
r0n.
Proof. We can assume the collection P is finite, for simplicity. Let Pstock be initial-
ized to
Pstock :“
!
P P P s.t.
´  
IP
|πR1pP qf |
r0
¯1{r0
ą 2´n´1Energynf pPq
)
,
and let C be initialized to C :“ H. We set right away
Plow :“ PzPstock,
which will not be changed throughout the algorithm. The size property is then im-
mediate from the definition of (the initial state of) Pstock. As for the organization
of Phigh :“ PzPlow into n-columns, we proceed as follows. Let Pmax be the max-
imal super tile in Pstock (with respect to ăn) such that inf I
n
Pmax
is minimum and
supR1pPmaxq is maximum (any other total order will do, of course). Then we let C
be the maximal n-column (with respect to ăn) in Pstock with top Pmax, update C to
be CYtCu and update Pstock to be Pstockz
Ť
PPCtP u. Repeat the process until Pstock
is empty and the algorithm stops. Then we see that by maximality the n-columns
in C are mutually disjoint, and as for the bound on
ř
CPC |IC | notice that we have
for each C and for each P P C´  
IP
|πR1pP qf |
r0
¯1{r0
ą 2´n´1Energynf pPq
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and therefore just by definition of energy (and its monotonicity)
2´n´1Energynf pPq
´ ÿ
CPC
|IC |
¯1{r0
À Energynf pPhighq ď Energy
n
f pPq,
which proves the claim. 
Next we have
Lemma 5.2 (Decomposition lemma for h). Let P be a collection of super tiles,
γ “ 2r0{r
1
, h P L1locpℓ
r1q, and let n P Z be such that
Sizen
h
pPq ď γ´nEnergyn
h
pPq.
Then we can decompose P into Phigh \ Plow so that
Sizen
h
pPlowq ď γ
´n´1Energyn
h
pPq,
and Phigh can be partitioned into a collection C of mutually disjoint n-columns such
that ÿ
CPC
|IToppCq| À γ
r1n “ 2r0n.
We have chosen to introduce the constant γ in order to make the global de-
composition lemma below more readily apparent. The proof of the decomposition
lemma for h is quite similar to the one for f and is thus omitted.
Finally, we can combine the two decomposition lemmas above iteratively in order
to produce a global decomposition of the collection P as follows.
Lemma 5.3. Let P be a collection of super tiles. Then there exists a decomposition
P “
Ů
n Pn with the properties:
i) Sizenf pPnq À minp2
´nEnergynf pPq, Size
n
f pPqq,
ii) SizenhpPnq À minp2
´r0n{r
1
EnergynhpPq, Size
n
hpPqq,
iii) Pn is organized into a collection Cn of mutually disjoint n-columns,
iv)
ř
CPCn
|IC | À 2
r0n.
Furthermore, the collection Pn is empty if n is such that
2´n Á
Sizenf pPq
Energynf pPq
and 2´r0n{r
1
Á
Sizen
h
pPq
Energyn
h
pPq
.
Proof. Initialize Pstock :“ P and apply iteratively the decomposition Lemmas 5.1
and 5.2, in the order given by whichever of the quantities
Sizenf pPstockq
Energynf pPq
,
´SizenhpPstockq
Energyn
h
pPq
¯r1{2
is largest, putting the resulting Phigh collection in the corresponding Pn and updat-
ing Pstock at the end of each step to be the collection pPstockqlow resulting from the
last application of a decomposition lemma. We omit the details. 
6. Generic estimate
In this section we will combine the estimate for a given n-column in Proposition
3.6 with the global decomposition obtained in Section 5 in order to obtain a global
estimate for the trilinear form Λn
P
in terms of the sizes and energies of the collection
P. More precisely, we obtain the following (recall that r ą r0 ą 2).
Proposition 6.1 (Generic estimate). Let σ “ pr´ r0q{r ą 0. Let P be a collection
of super tiles, and denote for shortness
Sizenf pPq “: Sf , Energy
n
f pPq “: Ef ,
SizenhpPq “: Sh, Energy
n
hpPq “: Eh.
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Then for every 0 ď θ1, θ2 ď 1 such that θ1 ` θ2 “ 1 we have
|ΛnPpf, g,hq| À sup
PPP
” 1
|InP |
ˆ
In
P
pVarrC gqr
ı1{r
ˆ Sσθ1f E
1´σθ1
f S
r1σθ2{r0
h
E
1´r1σθ2{r0
h
.
(5)
Proof. Apply the global decomposition lemma (Lemma 5.3) to the collection P,
which yields the subcollections Pn and their partitions Cn into n-columns. For each
such subcollection we then have by Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 5.3 that we can
bound
|ΛnPnpf, g,hq| ď
ÿ
CPCn
|ΛnCpf, g,hq|
À
ÿ
CPCn
” 1
|IToppCq|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
InP
|πR2pP qg|
r
ı1{r
Sizenf pCqSize
n
hpCq|IToppCq|
À
ÿ
CPCn
” 1
|IToppCq|
ÿ
PPC
ˆ
In
P
|πR2pP qg|
r
ı1{r
ˆminp2´nEf , Sf qminp2
´r0n{r
1
Eh, Shq|IToppCq|.
By Lemma 3.7 the term 1|IToppCq|
ř
PPC
´
In
P
|πR2pP qg|
r can be replaced by
sup
PPP
1
|InP |
ˆ
InP
pVarrC gqr,
and therefore we obtain by property (iv) of Lemma 5.3 that
|ΛnPnpf, g,hq| À sup
PPP
” 1
|InP |
ˆ
InP
pVarrC gqr
ı1{r
ˆminp2´nEf , Sf qminp2
´r0n{r
1
Eh, Shq 2
r0n.
It thus suffices to show that upon summing in n we obtain a quantity that is
bounded exactly by the right hand side of (5). This requires a tedious but easy
case by case analysis.
Assume then that
Sf
Ef
ă
´ Sh
Eh
¯r1{r0
,
the other cases being similar. We have to distinguish two situations:
1) case 2´n ď
Sf
Ef
ă
´
Sh
Eh
¯r1{2
: in this case we have to bound the sum
ÿ
n : 2´nďSf pEf q´1
2´nEf2
´r0n{r
1
Eh2
r0n “ EfEh
ÿ
n : 2´nďSf pEf q´1
2´np1´r0{rq;
since 1´ r0{r “ σ this sum is readily evaluated to be bounded by
EfEh
´ Sf
Ef
¯σ
ď EfEh
´ Sf
Ef
¯σθ1´Sh
Eh
¯r1σθ2{r0
“ Sσθ1f E
1´σθ1
f S
r1σθ2{r0
h
E
1´r1σθ2{r0
h
as desired.
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2) case
Sf
Ef
ă 2´n ď
´
Sh
Eh
¯r1{r0
: in this case we haveÿ
n : Sf pEf q´1ă2´nďS
r1{r0
h
E
´r1{r0
h
Sf2
´r0n{r
1
Eh2
r0n
“ SfEh
ÿ
n : Sf pEf q´1ă2´nďS
r1{r0
h
E
´r1{r0
h
2r0n{r
À SfEh
´ Sf
Ef
¯´r0{r
“ EfEh
´Sf
Ef
¯σ
,
which we have already seen is acceptable in the previous case.
This concludes the proof. 
7. Preliminary result when p “ r or q “ r
In this section we will prove a preliminary result that, when combined with the
interpolation technique in Section §8 will yield Theorem 1.6. In particular, we will
prove restricted weak type estimates for our trilinear forms with either p “ r (for
rectangles of low eccentricity) or q “ r (for rectangles of high eccentricity).
We begin by stating rigorously the results that will be proven in this section.
There are two such results, one for each of the collections Rhigh, Rlow defined in
Section §2.
Let A be a measurable set. We say that a measurable set A1 is a major subset of
A if A1 Ă A and |A1| ą 1
2
|A|.
Proposition 7.1 (Rectangles of high eccentricity). Let r ą r0 ą 2 and let Rhigh
be a collection of disjoint rectangles such that for every R P Rhigh it holds that
ecpRq ą 1. Let p be such that
1
100
1
r0
`
99
100
1
r
ď
1
p
ď
1
r0
and s be such that
1
p
`
1
r
“
1
s
.
Then, for any F,G,H finite measurable subsets of R and for any measurable func-
tions f, g such that
|f | ď 1F , |g| ď 1G,
there exists a major subset H 1 Ă H such that for any measurable vector-valued
function h “ phRqRPRhigh that satisfies´ ÿ
RPRhigh
|hR|
r1
¯1{r1
ď 1H1
it holds that
|ΛrRhighpf, g,hq| Àp,r |F |
1{p|G|1{r |H |1{s
1
.
The choice of major subset may depend on r, r0, f, g,H but not on p, s.
Observe that the range of exponents is restricted to a subset of the line q “ r.
Remark 7.2. The rather clumsy appearance of the above statement is due to some
technicalities. Some comments are in order.
Firstly, there is the fact that in our argument the major subset H 1 will end up
depending on f, g rather than on the sets F,G only - the latter being the standard
in typical time-frequency analysis arguments. This is because we will control the
contributions of f and g by non-local non-positive averages (see Lemma 3.9 and
Lemma 3.7) and thus we will not be allowed to replace f and g by 1F ,1G in the
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definition of the exceptional set that we are going to remove from H (see proof
below). However, this will not be a problem for the interpolation argument in the
quasi-Banach range (that is, when s ă 1), as will be clear from Lemma 8.6 and its
proof.
Secondly, the range of boundedness in the statement looks unnatural and arbitrary.
This is due to the fact that, in order to perform interpolation between estimates
for different values of r, we need the major subset to be independent of p, s. If we
gave up this requirement, the methods employed in the proof would yield the more
natural range 2 ă p ă r, but then we would not be able to ensure that the choice
of major subset is indeed independent of p. In view of a more transparent proof,
we have preferred the above formulation.
Similarly, we have
Proposition 7.3 (Rectangles of low eccentricity). Let r ą r0 ą 2 and let Rlow be
a collection of disjoint rectangles such that for every R P Rlow it holds ecpRq ă 1.
Let q be such that
1
100
1
r0
`
99
100
1
r
ď
1
q
ď
1
r0
and s be such that
1
r
`
1
q
“
1
s
.
Then, for any F,G,H finite measurable subsets of R and for any functions f, g such
that
|f | ď 1F , |g| ď 1G,
there exists a major subset H 1 Ă H such that for any measurable vector-valued
function h “ phRqRPRlow that satisfies´ ÿ
RPRlow
|hR|
r1
¯1{r1
ď 1H1
it holds that
|ΛrRlowpf, g,hq| Àq,r |F |
1{r|G|1{q|H |1{s
1
.
The choice of major subset H 1 may depend on r, r0, f, g,H but not on q, s.
The range of exponents this time is restricted to a subset of the line p “ r in-
stead. The same remarks as in 7.2 apply.
Although the ranges in the two above propositions don’t intersect, upon interpola-
tion with the r “ 8 case they will each yield the same range of estimates, allowing
us to sum their two contributions. See next section for details.
We now proceed with the proof. We will prove the first of the two propositions
above and then comment in Remark 7.4 on the modifications one has to make to
the argument in order to adapt it to the second one.
Proof of Prop. 7.1. The proof follows a standard argument originating from [17]
(although implicitly present in previous work), together with ideas from [1, 4], in
particular the idea of using non-local operators for the stopping-time argument
below.
It will suffice to prove, for data as given in the statement, that for any collection of
super tiles P it is
ΛnPpf, g,hq Àp,q,r rlog
`pnqsOp1q|F |1{p|G|1{r|H |1{s
1
(6)
for 1
100r0
` 99
100r
ď 1
p
ď 1
r0
and 1{p ` 1{r ` 1{s1 “ 1. Indeed, since the constant
is only poly-logarithmic in the shifting parameter n and since by Section §2 the
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trilinear form Λr
Rhigh
is dominated by
ÿ
nPZ
p1` |n|q´NΛnPpf, g,hq
for an arbitrarily large N ą 0, the above implies the same bounds for Λr
Rhigh
itself.
Given sets F,G,H and functions f, g such that
|f | ď 1F , |g| ď 1G,
we set out to define an exceptional set E (independent of p, s but depending on
f, g) which will be removed from H . It will be useful to introduce the following
maximal operators: for any m P Z, define Mm to be the shifted maximal function
M
mfpxq :“ sup
I dyadic,
xPI
1
|I|
ˆ
Im
|fpyq|dy.
It is well known that the shifted maximal function Mm is Lp Ñ Lp bounded for
1 ă p ď 8 and also L1 Ñ L1,8 bounded, with constant at most Oplog`pmqq (see
for example §4.3.4 of [16]). Now we can define the exceptional set E to be
E :“
ď
mPZ
!
x P R s.t. M´n`mppC fq100r0qpxq Á log`pm´ nqxmy2
|F |
|H |
)
Y
ď
m1PZ
!
x P R s.t. Mm
1
ppVarrC gqrqpxq Á log`pm1qxm1y2
|G|
|H |
)
with implicit constants to be chosen below, where xmy :“ p1`|m|2q1{2. Define then
the set H 1 :“ HzE; we claim that H 1 is a major subset of H . Indeed, for a given
m P Z we see by the L1 Ñ L1,8 boundedness of M´n`m thatˇˇˇ!
x P R s.t. M´n`mppC fq100r0qpxq Á log`pm´ nqxmy2
|F |
|H |
)ˇˇˇ
À log`pm´ nq
´
|C f |100r0dx
log`pm´ nqxmy2 |F ||H|
À xmy´2|H |
´
|f |100r0
|F |
ď xmy´2|H |,
where in the last line we have used the fact that the Carleson operator C is L100r0 Ñ
L100r0 bounded. Since this is summable in m, we see that for a suitable choice of
implicit constants the contribution to |E| of these sets is at most ! |H |. Similarly,
for a given m1 P Z we see by the L1 Ñ L1,8 boundedness of Mm
1
and by the
Lr Ñ Lr boundedness of VarrC g thatˇˇˇ!
x P R s.t. Mm
1
ppVarrC gqrqpxq Á log`pm1qxm1y2
|G|
|H |
)ˇˇˇ
! xm1y´2|H |,
which is again summable in m1 and thus we conclude that |E| ! |H |, which proves
the claim. Notice H 1 depends on f, g, r, r0 and H but not on p.
Now, we partition the collection P into
Psmall :“tP P P s.t. I
n
P Ć Eu,
Plarge :“PzPsmall,
and will estimate the trilinear forms Λn
Psmall
and Λn
Plarge
separately. Notice the pres-
ence of the shifting parameter n in the definitions.
We start with Psmall. Given P P Psmall we observe that since I
n
P Ć E there exists
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an x P InP such that M
´nppC fq100r0qpxq À log`pnq|F |{|H |, and thus a fortiori it
must be that
1
|IP |
ˆ
pIn
P
q´n
|C f |100r0dx À log`pnq
|F |
|H |
;
but pInP q
´n “ IP , and therefore we must have by Lemma 3.9 that
Sizenf pPsmallq À log
`pnq
´ |F |
|H |
¯1{100r0
(7)
(we are not keeping track of the optimal powers of log`pnq because they will be
inconsequential to us). Similarly, we see that for a given P P Psmall there must be
an x P InP such that M
0ppVarrC gqrqpxq À |G|{|H |, and therefore for all such P we
have
1
|IP |
ˆ
In
P
pVarrC gqrdx À
|G|
|H |
. (8)
Moreover, by Lemma 3.10 and the hypothesis that }h}ℓr1 ď 1H1 we have the trivial
bound
SizenhpPq À 1 (9)
for any arbitrary collection of super tiles P.
Recall that σ “ pr ´ r0q{r. Combining (7), (8) and (9) with the generic estimate
of Proposition 6.1 and the energy estimates of Lemmas 4.6, 4.5, we obtain after a
little algebra that for any 0 ď θ1, θ2 ď 1, θ1 ` θ2 “ 1,
|ΛnPsmallpf, g,hq| À log
`pnqOp1q
´ |G|
|H |
¯1{r´ |F |
|H |
¯σθ1{100r0
ˆ p|F |1{r0q1´σθ1 ¨ 1 ¨ |H |1{r
1´σθ2{r0
“ log`pnqOp1q|F |1{r0´p99{100qσθ1{r0 |G|1{r
ˆ |H |1{r
1´1{r´σθ2{r0´σθ1{100r0 .
(10)
Since
1
r0
´
99
100
σ
r0
“
1
100r0
`
99
100r0
,
this yields precisely the desired estimates (6) as θ1 ranges over r0, 1s.
Now we are left with showing that (6) holds for Λn
Plarge
as well. In order to do so,
we decompose Plarge into
Ů
dPN Pd where
Pd :“
!
P P Plarge s.t. 2
d ď 1`
distpInP , E
cq
|IP |
ă 2d`1
)
;
it then suffices to prove that the contribution of Λn
Pd
is summable in d and that the
sum is bounded by the right hand side of (10).
Let then d be fixed and observe that if P P Pd then 2
d`1InP Ć E and 2
dInP Ă E. This
means that for some integer l such that |l| „ 2d the shifted interval pInP q
l “ In`lP
is not contained in E. This implies, by definition of E, that for some x P In`lP we
have M´n´lpC f100r0qpxq À log`pn` lqxly2|F |{|H |, which in turn implies as before
Sizenf pPdq À p sup
|l|„2d
log`pn` lqq22d{100r0
´ |F |
|H |
¯100r0
. (11)
Similarly, given P P Pd we see that there must be an integer l such that |l| „ 2
d and
the shifted interval pInP q
l “ In`lP contains a point x such thatM
´lppVarrC gqrqpxq À
log`plqxly2|G|{|H |; this in turn implies the estimate
sup
PPPd
1
|IP |
ˆ
In
P
pVarrC gqrdx À d22d
|G|
|H |
. (12)
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Now, estimates (11), (12) are worse than the corresponding ones (7), (8); however,
we now have an improved estimate for h. Indeed, if P P Pd, we must have by
definition of H 1 that distpInP , H
1q Á 2d|IP |; then, by the rapid decay of the functions
ΦIn
P
, for any large M ą 0 we can bound (again by Lemma 3.10)
Sizen
h
pPdq ÀM 2
´dM . (13)
Combining estimates (11), (12) and (13) with Proposition 6.1 and the energy Lem-
mas 4.6, 4.5 as done before, we obtain for any 0 ď θ1, θ2 ď 1, θ1 ` θ2 “ 1, that the
estimate
|ΛnPdpf, g,hq| À p sup
|l|„2d
log`pn` lqqOp1qd2´dM
1
|F |1{r0´p99{100qσθ1{r0
ˆ |G|1{r |H |1{r
1´1{r´σθ2{r0´σθ1{100r0
holds, where M 1 ąM{2, providedM was chosen sufficiently large. This is summa-
ble in d ą 0, and sinceÿ
dą0
ÿ
l : |l|„2d
log`pn` lqOp1qd2´dM
1
À plog`pnqqOp1q
we see that |Λn
Plarge
pf, g,hq| is controlled by the right hand side of (10) as desired,
thus concluding the proof. 
Remark 7.4. We conclude the section with a comment on how Proposition 7.3 is
proven. In the previous sections we have concentrated on the collection Rhigh of
rectangles with large eccentricity (i.e. |R2| ą |R1|). However, it is clear that the
analysis is completely symmetric in the opposite case of Rlow, in which the rôles of
functions f and g are simply swapped. In particular, one has to re-define super tiles
reversing f and g and use n-rows instead of n-columns (adapting the definitions is a
trivial exercise); then one performs a global decomposition of the collection of super
tiles into uniformly controlled n-rows. All lemmas and propositions from previous
sections then hold with f replaced by g and viceversa, without substantial changes.
8. Proof of the main theorem
In this section we will finally complete the proof of Theorem 1.6. This will be
achieved by interpolating the results of Section §7 for generic r ą 2 with the trivial
case of r “ 8, as in the authors’ related work [7].
First of all, we state (and prove) the r “ 8 case of Theorem 1.6.
Theorem 8.1. Let R be a collection of disjoint rectangles. Then for all 1 ă p, q ă
8 and
1
p
`
1
q
“
1
s
it holds that for any f P Lp, g P Lq
}S8Rpf, gq}Ls Àp,q }f}Lp}g}Lq .
Proof. Notice that
S8R pf, gqpxq “ sup
RPR
|πR1fpxq ¨ πR2gpxq|
is dominated pointwise by C f ¨ C g. The result is then a trivial consequence of
Hölder’s inequality and the Carleson-Hunt theorem. 
Remark 8.2. We record here for future reference that Theorem 8.1 implies the
Lp ˆ Lr ˆ Ls
1
pℓ1q Ñ R boundedness of the trilinear form Λ8
R
pf, g,hq as given in
(2).
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In order to combine this trivial result with Propositions 7.1, 7.3, we will need
a multilinear interpolation argument for vector-valued operators. This argument
is originally due to Silva, who introduced it in [20], and is based upon complex
interpolation. We introduce the following definition that extends the usual notion
of generalized restricted weak type inequalities to the vector-valued setting we need.
Definition 8.3. Let Λ be a trilinear form, let α “ pα1, α2, α3q be such that 0 ď
α1, α2 ď 1, α3 ď 1, α1 ` α2 ` α3 “ 1 and let t ě 1. We say that Λ is of generalized
restricted weak type pα; tq if for every measurable subsets F,G,H of R of finite
measure and for every functions f, g such that
|f | ď 1F , |g| ď 1G,
there exists a major subset H 1 of H such that for any vector-valued measurable
function h “ phkqk that satisfies´ÿ
k
|hk|
t
¯1{t
ď 1H1 ,
the inequality
|Λpf, g,hq| À |F |α1 |G|α2 |H |α3
holds true.
Remark 8.4. The difference between Definition 8.3 and the classical definition of
generalized restricted weak type (see for example Chapter 3 in [23]) is two-fold.
Firstly, they differ in the presence of the additional parameter t which specifies the
space where the vector-valued function h takes values; secondly, the major subset
H 1 is here allowed to depend on f, g instead of F,G only.
Remark 8.5. Using Definition 8.3 we can rephrase Proposition 7.1 as stating that,
under the same hypotheses, the trilinear form Λr
Rhigh
is of generalized restricted
weak type ´´1
p
,
1
r
,
1
s1
¯
; r1
¯
for all p, s such that 1
100r0
` 99
100r
ď 1
p
ď 1
r0
and 1
p
` 1
r
` 1
s1
“ 1.
Similarly, Proposition 7.3 states that the trilinear form Λr
Rlow
is of generalized
restricted weak type ´´1
r
,
1
q
,
1
s1
¯
; r1
¯
for all q such that 1
100r0
` 99
100r
ď 1
q
ď 1
r0
and 1
r
` 1
q
` 1
s1
“ 1.
Finally, Theorem 8.1 above implies that Λ8
R
is of generalized restricted weak type´´1
p
,
1
q
,
1
s1
¯
; 1
¯
for all 1 ă p, q ă 8 and 1
p
` 1
q
` 1
s1
“ 1.
The interpolation argument can now be stated as follows.
Lemma 8.6 ([20]). Let Λ be a trilinear form of generalized restricted weak type
pα; t0q and pβ; t1q, with the property that the major subset is the same for pα; t0q
and pβ; t1q. Then for all θ such that 0 ă θ ă 1, with α
θ given by
αθj “ p1´ θqαj ` θβj , j “ 1, 2, 3
and tθ given by
1
tθ
“
1´ θ
t0
`
θ
t1
,
it holds that Λ is of generalized restricted weak type pαθ; tθq.
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One can also bound the constant of the interpolated inequality explicitely in
terms of the data, but we will not be interested in doing so here.
Proof. The lemma is a particular case of a more general interpolation lemma of
Silva (specifically Lemma 4.3 in [20]). We sketch the proof here for the reader’s
convenience.
We argue by complex interpolation and assume t0, t1 ă 8. Let F,G,H, f, g,H
1, θ
be given and let h be such that
´ÿ
k
|hk|
tθ
¯1{tθ
ď 1H1 .
For z P C with Rez P r0, 1s define hz by
hzkpxq :“ |hkpxq|
tpzq
for every k, where
tpzq :“ p1´ zq
tθ
r0
` z
tθ
r1
.
When Rez “ 0 we have |hzk|
t0 “ |hk|
tθ , and when Rez “ 1 we have |hzk|
t1 “ |hk|
tθ ;
hence by assumption we have for Rez “ 0
|Λpf, g,hzq| À |F |α1 |G|α2 |H |α3 ,
and for Rez “ 1 we have
|Λpf, g,hzq| À |F |β1 |G|β2 |H |β3 .
Since the function Ψpzq :“ Λpf, g,hzq is easily seen to be holomorphic in the open
strip S “ tz P C s.t. 0 ă Rez ă 1u, continuous in its closure and bounded, we can
apply to it Hadamard’s three-lines-lemma and conclude that since hθ`i0 “ h we
have
|Λpf, g,hq| À |F |α
θ
1 |G|α
θ
2 |H |α
θ
3 ,
as desired. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.6. It will be a straightforward consequence
of the interpolation Lemma 8.6, but some extra care is needed to make sure all
hypotheses are verified. The resulting proof is elementary but technical and painful
to read; in order to remedy this fact, we have included in Figure 2 a picture that
illustrates the proof geometrically.
Proof of Th. 1.6. First of all, as noticed in Remark 8.5, the trilinear form Λ8
R
is of
generalized restricted weak type
´´
1
p0
, 1
q0
, 1
s10
¯
; 1
¯
for 1 ă p0, q0 ă 8, 1{p0` 1{q0`
1{s10 “ 1 and for any collection R. Secondly, set r0 “ r0prq :“ pr ` 2q{2 in the
statement of Proposition 7.1 in order to remove the dependence on r0; write t1 in
place of r1, so that r0prq “ p3t1´2q{p2t1´2q. Then we have that the trilinear form
Λr
Rhigh
is of generalized restricted weak type
´´
1
p1
, 1
t11
, 1
s11
¯
; t1
¯
for all 1 ă t1 ă 2
and all p1, s1 such that
t1 ´ 1
50p3t1 ´ 2q
`
99
100
t1 ´ 1
t1
ď
1
p1
ď
2t1 ´ 2
3t1 ´ 2
(14)
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partial range of
Λr1
Rlow
for p “ r1
1{2
1{2
1{r1
1{r2
r “ 2r2r “ 8 r1
L2 ˆ L2 Ñ L1
1{p
1{q
0
1
0
1
r
Figure 2. The interpolation argument in geometric form. The horizon-
tal coordinate represents the exponent r, the other coordinates represent
the (inverse) exponents 1{p-1{q. A point at coordinates pr, 1{p, 1{qq repre-
sents the Lp ˆ Lq ˆ Ls
1
pℓr
1
q Ñ R estimate for the trilinear form Λr
R
, where
1{s “ 1{p` 1{q. In particular, the horizontal line through through the axis of
the parallelepiped represents (dualized) L2 ˆ L2 Ñ L1 estimates. At r “ 8
the range of boundedness for Λ8
R
is the whole r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s (hatched) square
in the 1{p-1{q plane, as given by Theorem 8.1. At exponent r1 intermediate
between 2 and 8, Proposition 7.1 gives for Λr1
Rlow
the range of boundedness
represented by the thickened interval above, as per label. The other thick-
ened interval represents instead the range of boundedness for Λr1
Rhigh
given by
Proposition 7.3. Interpolation between exponents r1 and 8 can be interpreted
geometrically in the above picture as taking the convex hull of the correspond-
ing endpoint ranges. This gives then for an intermediate exponent r2 a range
of boundedness (for Λr2
Rlow
) represented by the darker shaded area at r “ r2,
a subset of the r12 ă p, q ă r2 range represented by the lighter shaded area. As
r1 tends to 2, the darker shaded area fills the lighter one. Interpolation with
the other thickened segment fills the same area in the limit.
and 1{p1 ` 1{t
1
1 ` 1{s
1
1 “ 1. Fix then some other r ą 2. We claim that for any p, q
such that r1 ă p, q ă r we can choose p0, q0, p1, t1, θ so that
1
p
“
1´ θ
p0
`
θ
p1
,
1
q
“
1´ θ
q0
`
θ
t1
1 ,
1
r1
“
1´ θ
1
`
θ
t1
,
(15)
where 1 ă p0, q0 ă 8, t1 and p1 satisfy condition (14), and 0 ă θ ă 1. By the
above discussion, a direct application of Lemma 8.6 will then show that Λr
Rhigh
is
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of generalized restricted weak type
´´
1
p
, 1
q
, 1
s1
¯
; r1
¯
. Notice that the major subset
can be taken to be the one given by the value t1, since for t0 “ 1 the major subset
is the set itself.
That we can find such quantities as above follows from the limiting case obtained
by taking t1 “ p1 “ 2, that is assuming we have the estimate
``
1
2
, 1
2
, 0
˘
; 1
˘
(no-
tice that for such a choice of parameters we don’t know if the trilinear form is of
generalized restricted weak type, but at the moment we are only concerned with
showing the existence of solutions to system (15)). Indeed, in this case it’s easy to
solve the above system of equations and inequalities: one has θ
2
“ 1
r
and therefore
1
p0
“
´
1
p
´ 1
r
¯´
1´ 2
r
¯´1
and 1
q0
“
´
1
q
´ 1
r
¯´
1´ 2
r
¯´1
. In the general case of t1 ă 2
(for which we know the trilinear form is of generalized restricted weak type), by
choosing t1 sufficiently close to 2 we can solve the system by a perturbation of the
solution for the limiting case (by continuity), because the range where Λr
Rhigh
is of
generalized restricted weak type according to Proposition 7.1 is arbitrarily close to
the
``
1
2
, 1
2
, 0
˘
; 1
˘
estimate.
Finally, observe that if Λr
Rhigh
is of generalized restricted weak type
´´
1
p
, 1
q
, 1
s1
¯
; r1
¯
then rΛr
Rhigh
(as given by (1)) is of generalized restricted weak type
´
1
p
, 1
q
, 1
s1
¯
in
the classical sense, and therefore we can conclude the strong Lp ˆ Lq ˆ Ls
1
Ñ R
boundedness of rΛr
Rhigh
by classical multilinear interpolation. This is equivalent to
the Lp ˆ Lq ˆ Ls
1
pℓr
1
q Ñ R boundedness of the trilinear form Λr
Rhigh
, of course.
The argument for Λr
Rlow
is essentially identical, and one can easily verify that it
yields the same range of estimates. Thus we can conclude estimate (3) by summing
up the separate contributions given by collections Rhigh, Rlow. 
Appendix A.
In this appendix we show how to prove Corollary 1.5. What we want to show in
particular is the boundedness of the trilinear form
Ξrχ,Rpf, g,hq :“
ÿ
RPR
ˆ
R
¨
xR2
pfpξqpgpηqχRpξ, ηqe2πipξ`ηqxhRpxqdξdηdx, (16)
where χR is the smooth compactly supported bump function χ rescaled to fit the
rectangle R. The boundedness will also be uniform in χ if χ is taken in a bounded
subset2 of C8c pR
2q. We will perform a series of reductions and then show how
the corollary is an immediate consequence of the following variant of Theorem 1.6,
where dyadic rectangles are replaced by well-separated ones. First let us make the
notion of well-separated rectangles rigorous.
Definition A.1. Let R be a collection of rectangles. We say that R isK-separated,
with K ě 1, if for any R,R1 P R such that R ‰ R1 we have KRXKR1 “ H.
With this definition we can state the variant mentioned before.
Theorem (Variant of Theorem 1.6). Let r ą 2 and let R be a 3-separated collection
of rectangles in xR2. Let p, q, s be such that
1
p
`
1
q
“
1
s
2In particular, we ask that χ has support inside Bp2q and that }Bα
ξ
Bβηχ}L8 ď Cα,β for some
absolute constants Cα,β ą 0 and all indices α, β.
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and such that
r1 ă p, q ă r, r1{2 ă s ă r{2.
Then for every f P Lp, g P Lq and h P Ls
1
pℓr
1
q we have
ΛrRpf, g,hq Àr,p,q }f}Lp}g}Lq}h}Ls1pℓr1 q. (17)
Proof. We need only observe that if the rectangles are 3-separated, then for each
rectangle R P R there exists a rectangle rR with R Ă rR Ă 3R that belongs to one
of the dyadic (shifted) grids D ˆD1, where D,D1 are either of the collections3
D0 :“ tr2
kℓ, 2kpℓ` 1qs : k, ℓ P Zu,
D1 :“ t
“
2k
`
ℓ`
p´1qk
3
˘
, 2k
`
ℓ` 1`
p´1qk
3
˘‰
: k, ℓ P Zu,
D2 :“ t
“
2k
`
ℓ´
p´1qk
3
˘
, 2k
`
ℓ` 1´
p´1qk
3
˘‰
: k, ℓ P Zu.
Then one repeats the proof of Theorem 1.6 for each such product of grids using
rectangles rR. The details are left to the reader. 
Now we claim that Corollary 1.5 follows for arbitrary disjoint rectangles if it holds
for, say, 12-separated collections of rectangles. Indeed, let W denote a Whitney
decomposition of r´1{2, 1{2s chosen so that I P W ñ 16I Ă r´1{2, 1{2s. Thus we
have a decomposition of the square r´1{2, 1{2s2 given by the rectangles in W ˆW ,
where elements can be indexed with pj, kq P N2 in such a way that the element
corresponding to pj, kq has horizontal side of length À δj and vertical side of length
À δk for some absolute constant 0 ă δ ă 1. We consider then a smooth partition of
unity tφj,ku associated to the decompositionWˆW , that is 1r´1{2,1{2s2 “
ř
j,k φj,k,
which we can take so that each φj,kpξ, ηq factorizes as a tensor product φj b φk of
functions of one variable and so that each φj,k is supported in the 4{3-enlargement
of the rectangle of W ˆW indexed by pj, kq.
For a given rectangleR, we denote byΨR the affine map that sendsR to r´1{2, 1{2s
2
preserving orientation (thus χR “ χ˝ΨR); if the rectangle is the 4{3-enlargement of
the one inWˆW indexed by pj, kq we writeΨjk for this map. We decompose χ using
the partition of unity above: we let cjk :“ }χφjk}8 and χjk :“ c
´1
jk pχ ¨ φjkq ˝Ψ
´1
jk ,
so that
χ “
ÿ
j,k
cjkχjk ˝Ψjk
and each χjk is L
8 normalized. It’s easy to see that cjk À minpγ
j , γkq for some
0 ă γ ă 1. Moreover, each χjk is adapted to r´1{2, 1{2s
2 , in the sense that χjk is
supported in r´1{2, 1{2s2 and }Bαξ B
β
ηχjk}L8 Àα,β 1.
Using this decomposition of χ we decompose the trilinear form Ξrχ,R as follows.
Notice that pχ ¨ φjkq ˝ΨR “ cjkχjk ˝ pΨjk ˝ΨRq, so if we define the rectangle Rjk
to be Rjk “ pΨjk ˝ ΨRq
´1pr´1{2, 1{2s2q we can see that t3{4Rjkujk is a Whitney
decomposition of R which is an affine image of W ˆW . We define the collections
Rjk to be tRjk s.t. R P Ru. Therefore we can write
Ξrχ,R “
ÿ
j,k
cjkΞ
r
χjk ,Rjk
,
and the boundedness of Ξrχ,R follows from the (uniform in j, k) boundedness of the
Ξrχjk ,Rjk thanks to the summability of cjk. It’s easy to verify from the construction
above that the rectangles in Rjk are indeed 12-separated, and hence it suffices to
prove boundedness for 12-separated collections.
3Notice that D0 is the standard dyadic grid and D1,D2 also satisfy the combinatorial property
I, I 1 P Dj and I X I 1 ‰ H ñ I Ď I 1 or I 1 Ď I.
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Now, fix χ and take R to be 12-separated. We can assume that χpξ, ηq “ χ1pξqχ2pηq
because we can always reduce to this case by a windowed Fourier series expansion4
(the coefficients will be summable thanks to the fact that χ is smooth). Letting
φjpxq :“ χ
1
jpxq for j “ 1, 2 we can write
Ξrχ,Rpf, g,hq
“
ÿ
RPR
ˆ
R
¨
xR2
ΨR2pηqˆ
´8
ΨR1pξqˆ
´8
pfpξqpgpηq1Rpξ, ηqφ1pζqφ2pθqe2πipξ`ηqxhRpxqdζdθdξdηdx.
We want to use Fubini to take the integration in dζdθ out, so for ζ, θ fixed andR P R
we let Rζ,θ :“ R X prΨ
´1
R1
pζq,`8q ˆ rΨ´1R2 pθq,`8qq and let Rζ,θ :“ tRζ,θ s.t. R P
Ru. We see that by Fubini we can bound
|Ξrχ,Rpf, g,hq|
ď
`8ˆ
´8
`8ˆ
´8
|φ1pζq||φ2pθq|
ˇˇˇ ÿ
RPR
ˆ
R
¨
xR2
pfpξqpgpηq1Rζ,θ pξ, ηqe2πipξ`ηqxhRpxqdξdηdx
ˇˇˇ
dζdθ
“
`8ˆ
´8
`8ˆ
´8
|φ1pζq||φ2pθq||Λ
r
Rζ,θ
pf, g,hq|dζdθ.
To conclude, notice that Rζ,θ is certainly a 3-separated collection of rectangles and
therefore the variant of Theorem 1.6 above applies, giving a bound independent of
ζ, θ. Since φ1, φ2 P L
1, integrating in dζdθ concludes the argument.
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